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Address Energy Autonomy - Der Film GmbH 
Schwarzwaldstraße 45 
78194 Immendingen

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Energy Autonomy is an ambititious cinema project, signed to show how people throughout the world can be supplied with 100% renewable energy.
Together with others, the media project Energy Autonomy wants to start a global movement. All over the world people are supporting the transition
from fossil and nuclear energies to renewable energies. The core of this movement is "Energy Autonomy – The Code of Survival", an independently
produced and collectively financed 100-minute film for theatrical release. Using compelling images and clear analyses, the movie will convince a broad
public of the necessity and feasibility of energy transition by energy autonomy. The film "Energy Autonomy - The code of survival" is a cooperation with
fechnerMEDIA GmbH – a substantial and experienced production company in Germany. Since its foundation in 1990 fechnerMEDIA GmbH has
become Germany‘s leading film production company and publishing house focusing on sustainable development and renewable energies. In the past
15 years the interdisciplinary team of authors, directors, communication experts and sustainability experts has produced more than 50 documentaries,
mostly for primetime broadcasting by European TV. Twenty international awards and the participation in numerous European festivals are an indicator
of its success. fechnerMEDIA GmbH was awarded with the German and European Solar Prizes as early as 1998. Its productions are broadcast by
many TV-stations in Europe. They reach a large audience and significantly contribute to a change of awareness in favour of renewable resources.
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